We present the K2 light curves of a large sample of untargeted Main Belt asteroids (MBAs) detected with the Kepler space telescope. The asteroids were observed within the Uranus superstamp, a relatively large, continuous field with low stellar background designed to cover the planet Uranus and its moons during Campaign 8 of the K2 mission. The superstamp offered the possibility to obtain precise, uninterrupted light curves of a large number of MBAs and thus to determine unambiguous rotation rates for them. We obtained photometry for 608 MBAs, and were able to determine or estimate rotation rates for 90 targets, of which 86 had no known values before. In an additional 16 targets we detected incomplete cycles and/or eclipse-like events. We found the median rotation rate to be significantly longer than that of the ground-based observations indicating that the latter are biased towards shorter rotation rates. Our study highlights the need and benefits of further continuous photometry of asteroids.
INTRODUCTION
The Kepler space telescope has singlehandedly revolutionized our understanding of exoplanets (see, e.g., Borucki et al. 2010; Batalha et al. 2011; Coughlin et al. 2016; Kane et al. 2016) , matured the field of asteroseismology (Huber et al. 2010; Chaplin et al. 2014; Silva Aguirre et al. 2015) , and revitalized the interest in classical variable stars (Gilliland et al. 2010; Molnár et al. 2016) during the last few years. The original mission was aimed towards the vicinity of the northern Ecliptic pole, allowing year-long, continuous observations (Borucki 2016) . However, after four years of operation, and the loss its second reaction wheel, Kepler could not maintain the required precision in attitude control any longer. But the telescope was soon repurposed to observe along the Ecliptic plane in the K2 mission, in an attitude that minimized the uncompensated motion of the spacecraft (Howell et al. 2014) .
The change from the vicinity of the Ecliptic pole to the plane resulted in a new, step-andstare observation mode. The K2 mission is organized into campaigns that usually last 70-80 days. The new fields opened up the possibility to observe targets that the original mission lacked, such as young stars and nearby open clusters. Moreover, the K2 mission also brought various Solar System objects (SSOs) into view, widening the scope of the mission with planetary science applications.
Initial studies showed that the observations of Kepler can be used to extract light curves of moving objects such as MBAs Berthier et al. 2016) . Since then, our group has developed a robust pipeline to identify and measure various classes of SSOs in the K2 observations and published a series of papers on trans-Neptunian objects (TNOs, Pál et al. 2015 , 2016 , the moon Nereid , as well as on Trojans and MBAs (Szabó et al. 2017 . Independent studies also looked at the (intrinsic and reflected) light variations of the planet Neptune (Simon et al. 2016; Gaulme et al. 2016; Rowe et al. 2017) .
Kepler observations of asteroids may provide us with continuous light curves that surpass the length of ground-based measurements and thus can break the ambiguity in the determination of rotational periods caused by daily aliases. The results from the M35 and Neptune fields of the K2 mission hinted that the current sample of asteroid rotation periods may be biased towards shorter periods, although the K2 sample size was quite small . Also, the median orbital period of known binary asteroids is in the order of one day that clearly hinders the detection of their photometric variation. Observational biases against longperiod, low-amplitude asteroids also affect the statistics of various derived physical properties such as thermal inertia of the asteroid population (Marciniak et al. 2017) . Better statistics about the Solar System population also helps us to put various properties (such as color, rotation period and state, etc.) of interstellar asteroids like 1I/'Oumuamua into proper context (see, e.g., Meech et al. 2017; Jewitt et al. 2017; Bannister et al. 2017; Fraser et al. 2017) .
In this paper we set out to expand on this research, utilizing a superstamp that is larger than the Neptune field, but has a similarly low stellar background, unlike the dense M35 field. The planet Uranus was observable during K2 Campaign 8, and the planet and some of its moons were covered by pixel tiles that formed a continuous mosaic. An analysis of five distant, irregular moons has been published in a separate paper (Farkas-Takács et al. 2017) . Here we present the analysis of the asteroids that were detected by the Kepler space telescope. Section 2 describes the steps of reducing and analyzing the observations; in Sect. 3 we show the various results and conclusions we derived; Sect. 4 Appendix A contain a short outlook and a collection of the light curve plots.
DATA ANALYSIS
The Uranus superstamp was observed via the K2 Guest Observer proposals GO8034 (PI: Jason F. Rowe) , and GO8039 (PI: András Pál) . Although parts of the superstamp were observed in short cadence mode too, we used long cadence data only (29.4 min integration time). None of the asteroids were proposed beforehand, therefore our sample consists of untargeted observations of a random population. This superstamp contains roughly 10 5 pixels in a trapezoid shape covering an area of 21 × 21 , plus the extensions corresponding to the tracks of the moons Setebos and Sycorax (see Fig. 1 ). The observations lasted from 2016 January 04.55 until March 23.28 (BJD 2457392.1-470.0) , without interruptions. Overall, 3814 cadences were collected.
As a comparison, our study is broadly similar to the Thousand Asteroid Light Curve Survey (TALCS) that used a larger telescope, the 3.5 m CFHT, a wider field-of-view, but obtained much sparser photometry a shorter time span of two weeks (Masiero et al. 2009 ).
Source identification and photometry
We processed the K2 data in the same way as in our previous works, utilizing the FITSH 1 software package (Pál 2012 ) and our external scripts. Briefly, we created mosaic images covering the entire superstamp from the individual Target Pixel Files (TPFs) that contain the time series of small neighboring pixel areas selected for observation. We then derived the astrometric solutions for the mosaic images, using the USNO-B1.0 catalog, where the K2 fullframe images from the campaign were exploited as initial hints for the source cross matching. In the following step, we registered the images into the same reference system, and subtracted a median image from each image. This median image was created from a selection of individual images that did not include the halo and image of Uranus in them.
Potential asteroid targets were identified by our own EPHEMD tool that is able perform searches for a given sky cone and time range simultaneously. We identified 674 asteroids that likely entered the mosaic image. Then we used EPHEMD to generate ephemerides for the selected asteroids and computed their positions for each individual cadence. We then applied aperture photometry to these positions. Since the proper motions of the asteroids are fast enough to smear their images over an LC integration, we used elongated apertures for the photometry, based on the directions and apparent velocities of the targets. The same technique was used to measure the brightness of the Tro-jan and other main belt asteroids (Szabó et al. , 2017 .
The sharp images of the stars that were shifted to compensate the attitude changes of the telescope, create characteristic residuals in the differential images that could contaminate the photometry of asteroids. Therefore we filtered out the epochs when the scatter of the background pixels in the photometric annulus was high. We also filtered out epochs when the asteroid was seen inside the halo cast by Uranus. We then discarded light curves with less than 12 data points, resulting in a final sample of 608 asteroids. The tracks of these asteroids are displayed in Fig. 1 .
We plotted the photometric uncertainty per data points in Fig. 2 according to the measured brightness values. The per-cadence photometric uncertainty values were derived on the shot noise of Kepler and the estimated background noise. Beyond that, we decided to limit the photometric error to a conservative value of 10 −3 or higher for bright targets, in order to account for any systematic variations that may be present in the data. The banded structure in Fig. 2 is caused by this limitation. The upper panel of Fig. 2 shows the ratio of all photometric points and those corresponding to the asteroids where we detected variations (see below). The figure indicates that Kepler can detect the rotation signal is practically all asteroids above Kp ∼ 19, but the ratio falls down to 25% at 21 mag, and the faint limit is reached at approximately 22.5 mag.
A sample of the data file containing measurements of the 608 asteroids is shown in Table 1 . Please note that slow trends were manually filtered from some targets during the analysis, but we have not removed those from the photometric data, in order to preserve any potential intrinsic signal. Figure 3 . Examples of the various period detection techniques: Fourier transform, Lomb-Scargle, and our own fit residual scatter algorithm. Asteroid (7737) shows a clear periodicity with additional peaks that describe the non-sinusoidal light curve. (93461) is a faint object that is affected by low-frequency noise but shows an obvious signal at higher frequencies. (256340) has a short data set, hence low frequency resolution. Finally, (23723) displays two possible periodicities: here we plotted the higher-frequency one that is more separated and is the most significant peak in 2 out of the 3 methods. Note that the plots display the phase curves twice to follow the variation when it folds at phase 1.0.
Period search
We analyzed the obtained light curves with three different methods, namely, with LombScargle periodograms, fast Fourier transforms, and with our own residual minimisation-type algorithm. In the latter case, we fitted the data with the function A + B cos(2πf ∆t) + C sin(2πf ∆t) where f is the trial frequency, and ∆t = T − t, where T is the approximate center of the time series. We then search for the minimum in the dispersion of the residual curves for each value of f . We used the same method in previous studies too . We inspected all light curves and the phase curves folded with the potential periods visually to select the candidates. A few examples are shown in Fig. 3 .
We tested the significances of the signals with multiple methods. We checked the signal-tonoise ratios (SNRs) of the FFT fits of the main frequency peaks, and set a lower limit of 3.5 in the vicinity of the peak. The noise was determined as a moving average of the spectrum using a 5 d −1 window. We also tested the Gaussian nature of the noise distribution on the residual light curves after subtracting off the main frequency and its harmonics. The Anderson-Darling test of the light curve residuals showed that in the most cases, the residuals were compatible to the assumption of normality (76 and 71 asteroids at the 95% and 98% confidence levels, respectively).
We further examined the possibility of significant autocorrelation in the residual light curves. We found that for the majority of our sample the correlation length in the residual light curve do not exceed 2 hours, as shown in Fig 4, which is 4 times the cadence of the data sampling (0.5 hours). We also compared to the correlation length with the rotation periods and found that for the majority the CL/P rot ratio it is between 0.01 to 0.27, e.g. clearly shorter than the identified period.
We examined the asteroids visually that failed one or more of the tests above (both the measurements and the residuals). We found that in some cases the residuals contain biases due to blends with stars along the path of motion that were not completely removed during photometry. (Given the shortness of the light curves, very few outlying points can already skew the distribution of the residual without significantly affecting the period determination.) In other cases the high-order harmonics were identified as a source of remanent signal, which were not removed when the residuals were calculated, and thus introduced autocorrelations and nonwhite components. Nevertheless, the majority of the flagged targets show high-amplitude asteroids with clean and unquestionable detections. We identified only 7 cases where the detection was considered to be somewhat weak. We moved these asteroids into the second group of possible detections.
Finally the visual inspection of the remaining light curves where periodicities were not found revealed 16 more asteroids with incomplete ro- The duty cycle is defined as the fraction of useful data points in the light curve, 1.0 meaning no rejected K2 measurements. Here the distribution of duty cycles peaks around 0.8, thanks to the low number of stars: in contrast, the distribution for the M35 field peaked at 0.4. The sizes of the points in Fig. 5 correspond to the average brightness of the asteroids, and their distribution shows that duty cycles are generally higher for brighter objects. Fainter asteroids are more susceptible to background variations, e.g., residuals of stellar PSFs and thus more data points were rejected from their photometry. Therefore the period search was hindered by both the lower photometric precision and the lower duty cycle for faint asteroids.
We marked the asteroids with detectable variations in Fig. 5 with blue points and bars. Most of them had duty cycles higher than 0.6 that agrees with our conclusions for the M35 field earlier . Notably, we identified three asteroids -(22438) 1996 HQ 19 , (194109) 2001 SX 231 , (359794) 2011 that crossed the superstamp twice, both before and after they reached their stationary points. The gap between the two crossings lowered the duty cycles of these asteroids: we marked them with circles in Fig. 5. 3. RESULTS
New rotational periods
We were able to conclusively determine the rotational periods of 79 asteroids, and derive potential periods for 11 more from the 608 targets we measured. Most of the light curves were symmetric and one-peaked: however, as we expect the light variations to arise primarily from the variations of the illuminated surface area of the body as it rotates, we adopted the double-peaked solutions in all cases. The rotation rates and photometric peak-to-peak amplitudes of these 90 asteroids are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 , while the lower limits for an additional 16 targets are listed in Table 4 . We note that one of the asteroids, (89973) Aranyjános was discovered by one of the authors as part of their ongoing Solar System astrometric program (Kiss & Sárneczky 2011) .
We compared our sample with the rotation parameters found in the Asteroid Lightcurve Database (Warner et al. 2009 ).
Only six matches were found: in the cases of (2193) Jackson and (80969) 2000 DL 112 our rotational periods agree with earlier results. The K2 data for the two slow rotators (10936) 1998 FN 11 and (356766) 2011 UT 269 were too short to cover an entire cycle, but the light curves are consistent with the literature values. We did not find conclusive periods for the fast rotators (19289) 1996 HY 12 and (92018) 1999 VW 162 based on the K2 light curves, and folding with the published pe- riods did not give conclusive results either. Numerical values are listed in Table 5 .
We also compared our list with the Database of Asteroid Models from Inversion Techniques (DAMIT, Durech et al. 2010 ) to see if any of our light curves can be compared with synthetic light curves from shape models, but found no matches with that database.
Then we examined where the asteroids with detected rotation signals reside within the asteroid belt. It turns out that all 90+16 orbit within the Main Asteroid Belt, between a = 2.12 AU and 3.24 AU ( (289668) 2005 GN 137 and (17771) Elsheimer being the closest and farthest, respectively). Distribution of the K2 sample, including those by Szabó et al. (2016) , in the a-i plane are shown in Fig. 6 . The histogram at the top shows that the numbers of the K2 sample follow Table 2 . Rotation parameters of the asteroids from the Uranus superstamp. No./ID refers to the number or provisional designation of the object. the distribution of other asteroids with orbital parameters (as well as the distribution of all known asteroids). The deviations from the expected numbers (with black symbols), and the lack of nearer asteroids can be attributed to the preference of low-inclination targets of the mission.
Peculiar light curves and eclipses
Most K2 light curves show either rather simple variations that can be attributed to roughly ellipsoidal shapes, or are too uncertain to provide information about the shape of the asteroids. Some other light curves suggest contact Waszczak et al. (2015) binary bodies, with inverted U-shaped maxima, and deep, short, V-shaped minima in their light curves, in accordance with the model predictions (Lacerda & Jewitt 2007) . Contact binaries are elongated towards each other due to mutual gravitational forces and therefore their light curve amplitudes can be quite high (Leone et al. 1984 • , so V-shaped minima with no or very short flat-bottomed sections are expected (Lacerda & Jewitt 2007 ). These objects are therefore good candidates for further follow-up observations to confirm or disprove binarity.
Beyond these, we also identified a few interesting cases during the visual inspection of the light curves and phase plots. Asteroids (7737) Sirrah and (27363) ima at different heights. The light variations of (27363) Alvancark exhibit a long, plateau-like feature that is not completely flat and likely include additional, local minima and maxima, close to the detection limit of our data set. Many light curves suggest that they originate from contact binary bodies. However, in two cases, we identified distinct eclipse-like features that suggests separated bodies forming asteroid-moon pairs. Unfortunately, as shown in Fig. 8 , we only captured a single event for (88437) 2000 HL 31 and (356766) 2004 AF 2 both, therefore we cannot estimate the orbital periods. The eclipses lasted for 2.3 ± 0.2 h and 7±1 h, respectively. The short eclipse of (88437) 2000 HL 31 , compared to the length of the light curve, suggests a wide pair that may be asyn- chronous, e.g., the main body has a faster rotation period than the orbital period of the moon, but our light curve show no conclusive variations outside the eclipse events (see also Scheirich & Pravec 2009 ). The case of (356766) 2004 AF 2 is less certain. The first few points of the light curve are affected by one of the diffraction spikes of Uranus, but indicate an extended flat part. The depth of the event (1.0 mag), however, suggests an extensive eclipsing event between similar-sized bodies, a scenario that would favor a close binary. In both cases, follow-up of the systems is desirable.
Some light curves show apparent amplitude changes but in almost all cases these can be traced back either to being very close to the edge of the superstamp or to contamination by the extended halo of Uranus. Such examples are (34402) 2000 RW84 and (83109) that crossed the halo, and 2001 QR 240 that crossed the saturation column of Uranus, resulting is a distorted first cycles and rejected points in the light curve. However, one asteroid, (94314) 2000 AO 165 shows slightly changing cycles throughout the observations, including one in the middle with significantly higher amplitude than the rest of the cycles, without approaching the im- age of Uranus. We added two horizontal lines according the heights of the first minimum and maximum to guide the eye to the bottom panel of Fig. 7 . Amplitude changes are observed in the light variations of non-principal axis rotators, and thus the light curve suggests that (94314) 2000 AO 165 might be a tumbling asteroid (see Pravec et al. 2005 ).
Period and amplitude distributions
We combined our periods and amplitudes with the values obtained by Szabó et al. (2016) and compared the rotation statistics with the sample of all asteroids in the Asteroid Light Curve Database (LCDB, Warner et al. 2009 ) in Figs. 9 and 10. In Fig. 9 we compare the K2 detections to the sample of all asteroids with light curves in the LCDB. Data points for 37 asteroids from the K2 fields C0 and C3 (the M35 and the Neptune field, Szabó et al. 2016 ) are plotted in blue, while the new determinations are in red. The overall distribution of K2 asteroids is consistent with the currently known sample, except that there are no very slow rotators in the K2 sample above 100-h period, which can be simply explained by the relative short observation window for K2 asteroids. We separated the LCDB values according to the quality flag U in Fig. 10 : dark grey columns show where periods and amplitudes are either accurate (U > 2) or can be considered as good estimates (U > 1). We used these values for the statistics below. We also plotted the U = 1 (e.g., uncertain) values in Fig. 10 : only a minority of the sample falls into this category, and they most frequent at the shortest periods and the lowest amplitudes.
In Fig. 10 we plot the period and amplitude distributions of the combined K2 observations separately. Since our sample size is much smaller than the LCDB, instead of a direct com-parison, we generated a large number of random test samples from the LCDB, and computed the averages and standard deviations for each bin. These are marked with black symbols and error bars in Fig. 10 .
The LCDB shows a clear deficit of asteroids around the 24-h value (log P = 1.38), as marked in the top panel of Fig. 10 . The K2 sample, in contrast contains no deficit at this value, but rather some excess even in consecutive bins, although the latter is not significant. Nevertheless, our results indicate that the deficit in the literature data is not intrinsic, instead it can be attributed to the inherent difficulties of observing variations on time scales of 12 and 24 h from the ground.
Our prior K2 results, based on a smaller sample, hinted that the median rotation rate of the K2 sample could be longer than it is assumed from the (mostly) ground-based observations listed in the LCDB . A few years ago the ground-based TALCS survey found an excess of slow rotators after carefully de-biasing their sample (Masiero et al. 2009 ). The addition of the Uranus sample tripled the K2 sample size, but the median rotation rate shows only a slight decrease, from 9.83 h (C0, M35 field) to 9.45 h (all). This value is still significantly longer than the 7.00 h median rate of the LCDB: random draws from the database with the K2 sample size yielded a scatter of only ±0.55 d between the median values. So a 2.45 h difference between the two results cannot be attributed to the low number of objects.
It is of course possible that we missed some fast rotators that have very low amplitudes. Given the long integration time of Kepler, very fast rotation can be smeared out and appear as flat light curves. But even at a rotation period of 2.0 h, observed amplitudes are only decreased by 37% . Comparison with the LCDB actually suggests that the K2 sample does not miss the lowest-amplitude targets, but deficits can be observed in Figs. 10 and 9 at two other areas. Artificially inserting more short-period rotators into the sample to remove these deficits from the histograms can lower the median rotation rate, but it still remains above 8.5 h, indicating that the detection is significant.
New detections
Contrary to our earlier expectations we identified a dozen of previously uncatalogized (which can also mean poorly observed, single-opposition) MBAs in the Uranus superstamp with K2. However, according to the new definition of the Minor Planet Center (Spahr 2010) there is a chance that these 21-22 mag detections will not qualify as new discoveries.
We also searched the superstamp for unknown moons of Uranus. We summed the differential images in 5, 9 and 15 bins to boost the signal of faint, slow-moving objects and to smear out the MBAs. We did not identify any new moons, but discovered one new TNO, a cold Classical Kuiper Belt Object, (506121) 2016 BP 81 (Barentsen et al. 2017 ). This 22.5 mag distant object was independently detected by the Outer Solar System Origins Survey as well (Bannister et al. 2016) . The detailed light curve analysis of (506121) 2016 BP 81 will be presented in another paper describing the new K2 observations of TNOs.
FUTURE STUDIES
Our results show that continuous, space-based photometry can be immensely helpful to gather light curves of Solar System targets, and may uncover biases inherent to ground-based observations. Soon, the TESS mission will launch and provide us, for the first time, continuous, large-scale coverage of the sky, with high photometric accuracy, by collecting full-frame images at every 30 min, for 27 days per observing sector (Ricker et al. 2014) . Unfortunately, the mission will have a faint limit of about 16-17 mag, there-fore only the bright end of the asteroid population will be covered, but for considerably longer time spans than in our sample. Moreover, the mission will not only deliver continuous light curves, but it will observe opposition surges for the majority of its targets.
As for the K2 mission, the Uranus field is not the last continuous superstamp observed, but it probably has been the best-suited one for tracking MBAs. A large, continuous area was targeted during Campaign 9 to look for microlensing signals (Zhu et al. 2017 ), but the immense source density of the Galactic bulge renders it useless for our aims. Other superstamps typically include globular and open clusters, but those are either rather small or crowded, or both. Nevertheless, further, smaller studies can be, in principle, done for the vicinity of M67 (a well-known open cluster), M8 (the Lagoon nebula) and IC 1613 (a nearby dwarf galaxy). Meanwhile, the mission is busy gathering more targeted observations of TNOs, centaurs, comets, Trojans, and even some MBAs, further expanding the unique capabilities of Kepler within the field of planetary sciences. Figure 11 shows the light curves with incomplete cycles. Figures 12-21 present the asteroid detections where we were able to determine the periods. The left column shows the light curves themselves; the middle column are the phase curves, folded with the rotation period while the color scale represents time (BJD-2457400). The right column displays the residual dispersion plots, where the red line marks the single-peak frequency (2/P rot ). In the last page we show the solutions for the three asteroids where two possible periods have been identified. Note that the dispersion of the residual drops at the characteristic frequencies, therefore the minima are sought, contrary to Fourier transforms or periodograms. 
